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This editor’s attendance at the THIRD ANNU AL MIDWEST CONEERENCE, 
gave “birth to a number of varied ^ut lucid (which'is unusual for your 
Editor) thoughts which should be dispatched in as brief and forthright 
a manner as possible, • Tt has been our policy in the BULLETIN to prov
ide food for discussion and pleasant reading—NOT fueds. So far as I 
know, there is no axe' hereabouts, anyone is seeking to grind (with the 
exception of one or two gripes already mentioned),

• But, I fear, there will be many who will sense, in these words, 
a mood of perhaps disillusionment seasoned with a touch of outrage and 
tempered with restraint. . .

Maybe I am disillussiDim'd* ’*—-I don’t know.

• But don’t worry, fellow fans, we’re still writin’•to.keep your 
little noses stuck into our ever lovin’ fahmag. Keep watching for 

things ’specially for you, (Watch particularly in this ish for HUBURTUS 
SNOGGEE,STFAN)t * h • -

(continued page 3)

To the point though, we-met a great many nice people—and a few
* not so nice people—at the MIDWESTCQN whq very pointedly asked us to 

whom we were slanting the magazine. Were we going after the space op
era fen, toward the Neofans, for the fan satire readers, or what have 
you? We exchanged, bought, and were presented with other fan magazines 
and retired to peruse them before commiting ourselves, (it might be 
noted, in passing,-that our sales-at the MIRWESTCON were nothing short 
of phenomenal,)

. ■ ' ‘ ♦ • • ■ . • “ .

The scrutinization of said mags (all of which were interesting 
' highly readable—and a few better than the BULLETIN) led us to this 

somewhat startling conclusions ’ WE ARE NOT SLANTING THE BULLETIN AT 
ANT PANS, AT ALL! - r •

That’3 "right, Qur zine is written primarily for the folks outside 
the science fiction fan world who wonder just what’s on.the inside of 
this goldfish bowl, so to speak. When we .write a fan satire that is 
clear in its humour to any fan who has been around for a while, we al
ways include a short explanation of it at the front. Or tf we review 
fanzines or make references to BNF, we always explain for the non
initiates, just who they are.

This is not bad, we f6el. As a matter of fact, we think this helps 
raise the quality of the BULLETIN and makes it more interesting for 
the fen themselves, Nor although we are technically a ’’fanzine”j we 

are purposely trying to further s*f  and are attempting to do this by 
way of making the BULLETIN looked :Up ?to in outside fields*



3 EpitORIAX (concluded)
* »

More wayward thought st We^had these things hanging around and 
they appear too important th keep for: separate editorials, so I’m 
a-gonna lump ’em together and run them through this time®

* * *

You’ll notice the quality of the paper this times It is, you’ll 
see, a finer»quality of stork than has been used before in the BULLET
IN a The cover stock also, we might add, is of a new thickness and Of 
a moh nicer reproduction quality. In fact, the inside paper is alnoft 
"slick" stuff. It is better than any fanzine in the field wad a darn 
sight nicer than .the bulk of the professional magazines,

* - * * *

Speaking of covers* this one you’ll notice is by a new artist to 
these pages, but one definately well-known in fandom, WAIT MAX KEASIBR 
is editor of the new fanzine OPUS (reviewed in the fanzine column)and 
ex-ed of the highly controversial and (we’ll admit it)hlghly enjoyable 

FANVARIETY, Maxie has done some pretty striking stuff for sundry mags, 
all of which we have enjoyed. But we can truthfully say, with absolute
ly no fear of being reprimanded, that he has hit his stride with this 
covera The quality of the woi’k is up to the BULLETIN’S strict require
ments, but is so much above them that it outclasses all Max’s previpuf 
work-bar nonea We1 re proud as punch about it and. are re-scheduling 
Max as of two days ago. Keep looking for stuff from Keasler,

* ‘ * * , 

Hemember we mentioned that the editorial staff consisted of Byself 
and a goldfish. Well, we’ve made some changes. The goldfish was fired 
because he was running off copy to slowly,,,and he started asking Union 
Scale on top of it, (Ingratel) We’ve hired a robot now name of Mrs, 
Honey Wood, who is faster and prettier, besides, we don’t have to feed 

■her? Ve got several letters (sorry, personal,Can’t reprint ’emjfrcm 
friend readers who said that why don’t we run a pic of the ed3 Well, I 
will not spend foolishly, the money of the BULLETIN to buy photos of 
yoo trooly, so I had famous fan artist RAY NELSON do one and you’ll 
find it on top of the preceding page. Yes, that’s me. For other info * 
write to the address on the table of contents page, Available for part
ies and luncheons,

* ’ * " * • * *• - .

We also were blessed with another fanartist discovery in the per
son of VAUGHN BURDEN who has come up with a copyrighted li’l purson 
name of Ellidtt, He will be running from now on, Hope you like them, 

. b * * .

Sorry about hot runhihg Fredric MarloWe^0 article on poetry. It 
is a little hard to prini-e*seeing as how he refuses to write it0 That 
is the condition Sb frequently with our CRYSTAL-BALLING, that we feel 
justified in telling you not to pay the slightest %at tent ion to the 
previews (such as they are) ad most of .the time they are delusions of 
grandeur on the part of this ed.

Enjoy this ish and we’ll see you next month,,,ehs



department 4

the BULLETIN of the CLEVELAND SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY presents***. 
------------------------------ ---------—

Each issue of the BULLETIN features an award for a member of the science 
fiction ranks for achievement in the field* The CITATION Is awarded 
after a vote taken by the OSES as a show of our gratitude to that person*

#4i JOHN W. CAMPBELL, Jr, for 
astounding SCIENCE FICTION

It was inevitable that our highly thought of CITATION should be 
riven to one of the men who has put science fiction on a pedestal* Who 
^almost single-handedly)pulled the tale of futuristic science out of 
the stagnation of ”thin-plot strung on skeleton of gadgetry” which wap 
the typical stf writers only talent for so long*

The man who developed Heinlein, Setanitz»Asimov,Tenn,van Vogt and 
practically every other s-f author of any worthy The GENIUS who had 
the foresight to break away from old,tired traditions and present 
SLAN, FINAL BLACKCUT, THE WOi{ID OF NULL*A,THE LENSMAN SERIES and hund* 
reds of other trail-blazing tales of the future*

John W* Campbell, Jr, started as a writer and worked his Way up 
to a position in the science fiction world where he io respec ted,admired, 
loved and looked up to as the ’’guiding light” of an era*

If for nothing else, John Campbell should be Hosannahed from here 
to the other side of Paradise for bringing to the starved fans the 
wonderful fantasy magazine UNKNOW which published some of the greatest 
fantasy that was ever reprinted in hard-covers*

Astounding SCIENCE FICTION set so many records for fine stories 
per-issue, that there is little chance that they will be equalled very 
soon>4 tremendously striking person to meet, a demi-god to speak to, 
John Campbell treats neofan and pro writter with equal aplomb and on 
the same level as he would speak with the head of Brookhaven*

If ever the field of stf owed its maturity to a person, it now 
owes it to John Campbell* May he reign supreme and unchallenged for 
years to come*

A letter explaining the CITATION, and a free subscription to the 
BULLETIN of the CLEVELAND SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY is being sent to

JOHN W* CALIFBELL, Jr*^

EDITOR*S NOTE: upon request, we are here repeating the names of the 
winners of the CITATION in months past*

#li I* Sprague de Camp and #2s Lloyd Arthur Eshbach
’ Fletcher #3t Robert A* Heinlein 
Pratt ■ — - _ -------- _----------j
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There la a good, very good,, .chance, - that the BULLETIN may 

go PHOTO-OFFSET with the next issue* We are working on it with 
a friend, who has a“Davidson Photo-Offset and it may come soon<

That contest..from SHASTA PUBLISHERS in conjunction-with 
Pocketbooks Ino* is something, to crow abou^t. The prize is 
$4,000 for an original science fiction novel that wins in the 
contest. All good stories will be taken for book pubbing and 
the theme igvnew directions•in stf* Deadline cometh Oct, 31,52, 

' . i ’7. • 'ey.
• • . • : . : . ...........

Paramount has bought TURMOIL a novel by Lester del Rey 
which will be produced by a certain Pat Duggan, It’s an ultra
modern melodrama about science,

SC0OPSH1 »A
Alfred Bester1 a THE DEMOLISHED MAN from GALAXY was first ' 

written as. a novelette but Gold, recognizing, the possibilities, 
commisioned Bester to re-write it.into a novel*

.’’Doc” Smith (SKYLARK,to youse) had a .big (but friendly) 
argument with his friend Lloyd Eshbach of Fantasy Press over 
the dust wrapper for Doc’s forthcoming SECOND STAGE LENSNEN 
which depicted Nadreck of palain, wh& Doc had taken great • 

pains HOT to describe aince he was a* thoroughly undescribable 
character* It seems Rib Binkley who did the .jacket***did draw i 
Nadreck*

• k,xt has.almost been made a certainty: HeBe Fyfe is H* ’

o;

IIWMAl>l^7 W iOS W Ml

IN COT NEXT ISSUE!

tment

' With this hotrock issue going to press before the Advisory ’ 
Board, has okayJed it* we are somewhat out on the proverbial hook* 
and with all the things scheduled for ‘this ish not being used* we 
are somewhat wary about sticking our necks out* But here goes:

JiETEOR AMIDSHIPS! a cover of striking excellence by GIBSON

OTHER WORLDS ON THE FIRE an article by ace f er re ter 
RALPH. K£E^ magazine of many moods*

• some’ new artwork by RICHARD fa WARD

(and possibly) at long last!! That article by WARREN RAYLE 
on WHY WE LOVE POG0* a timely article about a craze that may beat 
out 0oienee f io t ion entirely* - DON’T MISS ISSUE ‘



on -tne Cleveland sciewce 
OQ£TY.

INTRODUCTION! all characters in thia satire are counterpartfl 
of members of W CI^VEIANDSCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY, and I 
am sure, of every other/8*f fan club in the World**,***«he

hiin tin nuuiiH it mi Hu. mi ii ii ii.......  

" '-oi; ’ a’............................ • ■
Euburtua Snoggle wae a fan, • A science fiction fan*

It II II II II

At least he thought he was*7

HI am a science fiction fan,” he said*

He said it to his wife.

She laughed in his face.

So Huburtus Snoggle decided to join the local science fiction 
society*

(continued page 7)



1 THE FRIGHTENING FABIE OF HUBUR1US SNOGGIE
(Continued)

”1 am & science fiction fan," he thought* "Therefore* I Bhall 
join a science fiction society* There I shall meet kindred soulsJ 
there I shall meet others like myself who read science fiction*"

I ; 4 / • ' r- ■} j? ;

He attended the next meeting of the science fiction society*

He was inet at the door by a BNF*

fan*" Huburtus saidj

"Whazzat?" said the BNF*

"I read science fiction*" replied
Huburtus* ' ' , r..

"Never tush th’ shtuff*" said the 
BNF* "Ash Korzhybshki shez* ’Among nomzh 
who know their engramsh besht, ish AMAZHING 
two to one*’

w To hell wissh Bradbury*" concluded 
the BNF* and collapsed in the doorway*

Delicately stepping over him* Hu
burtus continued into the room*

"I am a science fiction fan*" he 
thought* "and this is my very first science 
fiction fan club meeting* ; Goshwowboyohboy- 
ohboyl" ’

t
•I an a science fiction

Glancing around him* he was immed* 
, ,r. r. . lately, impressed with the intellectual vi-

;.telityof the assembled fen* and by their characteristic fanactivities*

In the center of the room* standing upon a table littered with 
well-read copies.: of FATE MAGAZINE* and eighteen-inch midget discoursed 
learnedly upon the more elementary aspects of third order infinity*

Near him* sprawled comfortably on a plywood folding chair* ashes 
from an* ancient calabash pipe spilling untidily on his worn gray 
sweater and unpressed gray slacks* a melancholy old man, with long* 
unkempt white hair and moustache* played soulfully upon a violin*

At the far end df the room* a flashbulb -fl aired* as several grim 
faced fen, clad in fishbowls and gym trunks* slowly filed into a mock
up of a spaceship entry port* A little to one side* a-lean ruggedly 
handsome reporter fired staccato* dictation to a beautiful blond secret
ary; "The room seems to be tilting ^forward and gathering momentum for a 

. - •.. t . . c * ■ • ■
J< BNF - Big Kame Fan* of course*

\ ' (continued*page 8)



THE FRIGHTENING FABLE OF HUBURTUS SNOGGLE 
(continued)

8

furious take-off into the unknown* Buttons are pressed setting off an 
electronic ta»* Suddenly from far below there is a terrifying explos
ion and—swooshl They’re offJ The first small band of science fiction 
’fen* to explore the moon^”

Huburtus* attention was drawn to an enthusiastic discussion at his 
left:

i:Yeah, I’ll admit that your first manuscript of Lucian of Sanosata’a 
. HISTORY is a pretty good collector*a item9” one fan was saying to 

tvher, ’’but I picked up a real rarity the other day down at The Book 
hart.? Found it on the 10/ shelf-too: that old crackpot down there 
doesn’t know what half his stock’s worthy11 The fan leaned forward and 
lowered his voice for emnhasis, ”It’s a first printing of SNARING THE 
BEHEMOTH by Hugo Allerton^”

”Wowi” said the second fan, ’’That book must be rare, I’ve never 
heard of itc”

’’Rare?” replied the other* ”It’s so rare that even the author’s 
never heard of it? just like Edgar Rice Burroughs* IIANAEATER. And not 
only that, but it’s mint, absolutely and completely mint in the origin
al dustwappers, In fact it’s so mint that I’ve had to coin a new word 
to describe it,” The fan again paused for emphasis* ”It’s doublemint* 
Get that? Boubleminti I’ve written to Ackerman, and he says he’s go
ing to include it in Fanspeak—"

But the other fan had not been listening* ’’Great GernsbackJ” he 
interrupted, ”I’d like to see that book* Could you bring it to the next 
meeting? Or—say—J lend it to me for a while© If it*s that rare, I 
might even read it© Then we could recommend it to Mary Gnaedinger,”

“What? Let you touch it J Expose it to the airj Why it’d only be 
just mint, then, not doublemint* I’d rather not show it to anyone. I’ve* 
got it sealed in an oilskin packet and locked in my safety deposit box* 
I paid the box rent for 99 years and swallowed the key, too, Sorry,”

”0h, that’s all right. I should have known you’d try to keep it 
mint for a while* But I’ve really figured out a way to preserve the 
best items in”my co lie ct i on, ~Did I tell you what I did with my (ahem) 
supermint copy of the first issue of AMAZING? I sealed it in a refrig
erator bag and froze it in a block of ice* A friend of my brother’s, 
who’s in the Air Force, has been home on leave, and next week he’s 
going to take the block of ice with him, back to his base in Alaska, 
The first chance he gets, he’s going to drop it at the Worth Bole.” 
The fan allowed himself a superior smaile,. “The ice up there won’t melt 
for several million years, if ever, .you ;knowj and my AMAZING*11 still 
be supermint when your SHARING THE BEHEMOTH is yellow around the edges*”

The other fan was weeping quietly*

In the meantime, a third club member had joined the groups

"Speaking of prozines,” he said, ’’I’ll bet I got a copy of one 
(continued page 9)





THE FRIGHTENING FABLE OF HUBURTUS SNOffGLE 
(continued)

that you guys have never seen, It’s an Arabian science fiction mag, 
called v/a) f TALES, Hine’s a copy of the first issue, and
there are some darn ' good stories in it, tooo Wish I could read Arab
ian so’s I could tell what they are. They tell me the editor’s name 
is Harun al-Essan. and he’s a full-blooded caliphs I’m writing him for 
an original from the mag. The artwork is TERrificJ The cover’s a 
Finlay, reprinted from the uncompleted preliminary first issue of FFM, 
It’s the one illustrating COPULATION OF THE SNAKE MOTHER, you know.”

The others nodded in unison.

Then, for the first time, the newcomer noticed Huburtua,

"Who the Hell are you?” he asked,

"I am a science fiction fan,” replied Huburtus, rising to the 
occasion. Then, because that seemed too obvious a thing to say at a 
science fiction fan club meeting, he added, “I read science fiction!"

’’And I suppose you have a highly interesting collection,” said 
the fan, hastily turning to leave,

"Well, as a matter of fact,,,er,,,that is, no, I am a science 
fiction fan, but I just read science fiction, When I’m done reading a 
magazine, I guess I just throw it away,"

"Oh,” said the fan,

Huburtus thought he heard someone 
burtus had heard of THE WEAPON MAKERS,

mention THE WEAPON MAKERS®, Hu 
He joined

"Aw, all this modern crap is hack 
one of them was saying, "There hasn’t 

anyway," 
been any

good science fiction written since RALPH. Why 
’ ’™: I remember some of those yarns in the FRANK

LIBRARY-----"

a grou;

"You call RALPH 124C41-F good science fiction?” 
interrupted one of the others, tugging violently at 
his long, white beard, "Now I recollect a yarn in the 
old AMBER POLISHERS GAZETTE that was a real humding
er, Lessen I disremember incorrectly, it was called 
THE CYBERNETIC CRYSTAL-SET, That, boy, was SCIENCE-, 
fiction, Yes siree DogJ They could really write in 
those days, Heh, hee, hee,,,," His bleary eyes 
focused on Huburtus, "Eh, what’s this?"

"I am a science fiction fan, sir," Huburtus replied respectfully, 
"I read science fiction,”

"Well bless my soul, boy, so you do|" the ancient fan granted, 
"What’s your favorite yarn, sonny?”

"ICEWORLD, sir,” said Huburtus, "by Hal Clement, It was one of the 
(continued page 10)





THE FRIGHTENING FABLE OF HUBURTUS SNOGGEE 
(continued)

first science fiction stories X ever read, and 
full"

10

t thought it was wonder*

"Oh," said the fan*

Huburtus turned, and hesitantly approached several young adult 
fen about his own age,

"They should be kindred souls,” he thought.

He listened to the words of one young fan who seemed to be addres* 
ing the others? “But Korzybski is, of course, perfectly correct in 
his statement to the effect that analogous terminology merely reveals 
the subconscious emotional fixations of the author* and conveys an 
r-^roneous connotation, rather than the precise semantic meaning. Now, 

you apply this to Hubbard,,.,"

A fan standing beside Huburtus nudged him, and asked seriously, 
"He may be right, but Roger Price has made Korzybski pass^, don’t 
you think?"

"I’m sorry," Huburtus was embarrassed* "but I’ve never read ary 
of Hr, Korzybski’s stories, Boes he write science fiction? I am a 
science fiction fan, and I only read science fiction,"

"Oh," said the fan*

Huburtus glanced wildly about the room* Then* in one cornerj he 
saw some of the younger, teen-age members of the society. Silently he 
joined them.

"One of them suddenly spoke with great emotion: "Like Cheesler 
said in the all-pornography issue of SCIENCE FICTION SCOOPS, fandom is 
no place for queers! Nymphos and satyrites, OK —but homos, no! That 
goes for lesbians tool"

"I don’t know^eplied another, calmly, "Live and let live, I 
always say," Then he saw Huburtus, Within reason, of course. Who are 
you? "

"I am a science fiction fan," said Huburtus* "I read science 
fiction, "

"Ch," said the fan.

Huburtus slowly drifted across the room, 
table, at which were two fen quietly talking, 
dpeaking, offered him a chair.

At length he came to a 
One of them, without

"Now look," the other was saying, "if you want to get the frequen
cy spectrum of the energy loss, where your field has Fourier components 
of Eq, then you only have to remember that -W 3

Jconcluded page 11)





THE FRIGHTENING FABLE OF HUBURTUS SNOGGIE 11
(concluded)

dt dS •

foo ' f
"Yes," the fan "beside Huburtus admitted* "but I E^dt - foo

J-co .j dt
"^-00

E^E^)1 (U>+ CO') d^dw'

;
00

*oo EtjE.Qdc^) - —"

the first speaker Interrupted

impatiently, n since E~u)S E * So it’s easy to figure what the ener
gy loss corresponding to a given frequency band dw would be* Heck, 
it’.? simple,*1 he looked at the other fan and smiled, "isn’t it?"

Huburtus tried to look thoughtful 
slightly, then turning to him, asked,

2
dS doJ ?«

* The fan beside him frowned 
do) =

Huburtus Snoggle rose to his feet. He stumbled across the room, 
almost tripping over several prostrate fen, and reaohed the door*.

He delicately stepped over the BW*

He trudged slowly down the hall, never to return again* 

"To hell wissh Bradbury," muttered the BHF.





special feature 12
’’There goes that screwball,” they said as your 
editor scurried around ar the MXDWESTCOJTy getting 
\ autographs fr<m*SW and professionals. But

let them / V / ? £%
scoff nowj I

RANDALL GARRETT; famoup s-f author

AR1 CLARKE; England’s foremost 
..............ro Sleet exp er, 

and author

LOB TUCKER: 
who thia

\don’t know $ust ROBERT BLOCH: well-known
one is. o fantasy author and satirist

DAVE KYLE; bigZ^heese at
Dreas author w Z X — a

ROY LAVENJ5ER| ex-seok of N3F 'S/

. .LAHAFEEYj female" ed hf OTHEJlS

•TED DIKTYI head of Shasta 
publisher f^y

MACK REYNOLDS: author of much note

MAY?
7/ ■ —rJAaZo-' v j head o?'-: Chicago ConventlW-—

WAIT MX KEASIER* BKF & artist A1 v> and well-known-/ ,/ authoress

* c lee- HOmiANr-another BNF from
. ------- ,

special art feature

(continued page
13)

\S^»
sketches by RAY NELSON
f Although the sketches in
the following series are not 
strictly science fiction or 
even fantasy^ they are exell- 
ently humorous and since they 
fall into a rough series> and 
are sd^^.st^xactl^; what happened 
to yoc tT-ooly? we are here 
inserting them for you to 
chortle at once or twice

Q) <9-44W O'
I 

o





editor visits His- WT BOARD (concluded)
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My umfoM

• OUT."

IvH, .a

.... wsr Be a 
WAy ovr. Utah's 
AL^S A W

and his fabul
ous art work 
have been knowi 
in fandom for
a good many 
years, Roy wil

T^o
be doing more 

the near future
we hope,,,maybe even a coyer,



poetry 14

EDITOR'S NOTE» we have something rather unusual for THE BULLETIN 
on'our poetry page;this>our fourthy poetry page* The first is a 
poem of unusual theme by the editor of fandom’s one and only all* 
fiction fanzine FANFARE, Kaul Ganley^ The ocher signals the 
entrance Intb these pages Of the. first ^thoi' of note
to pen muter?.al for THE ’'BULLETIITa He is Gharfxe Tamisry long-time 
fan and quite famous for his TUMITHAK stories^ We feel quite 
honored by the presence of these two gentlemen in our “fold” and 
will attempt to get them to do some more work for use*4»«••••«he

KER-TLUKKl
W* FAUX

GANLEY

y 1A star fell down that night*

I saw no glowing whiplash streak .the heavens।

CoWebbing the sky with flimsy threads of light

Like fire^fly spiders spinning cosmic webs#

The sky whs dark with clouds of frozen mist. 

And no ohe saw the falling b£ the staff 

For nothing in the skies had yet been missed. 

And when we knew, it was too late to run,

Or try to runt

A star fell down that nightf

A star that was -—our sun*

. CHARLES Rt
CON ’ ; by

I •< TANNERt { * J • ......

When all the fans from Rockport Me*
To Walla Walla, Wash*— : .
When fans from California ‘ I (concluded page 15)
To old Vermont, b'gosh— » •**



CON (concluded)

Gather together once a year 
with fun as their intention 
The consequential whoop->de*dc® 
18 known as a convention»

If there are
It’s just a

Tan is all alone

Restrict them geographically 
To one spot in the ration

only three or fow 
Conversation

That such a group should so be call®#
You will admit makes senses 
But when a smaller gathering

And have 
That-s a

Of science fiction gents and ladies 
it is called merely a conference*

but ten or twelve appear 
CONf abu 1 at i

gather.

do
*1 was a nobody**Wouldn’t 
anything right-*wouldn’t

JEROLD OPTICAL CCUEPANY **• 826 PROSPECT AVENUE — CLEVELAND 15, ONTO 
Superior 1-4279 — 24 hour service — special service to member! 

. of the CLEVELAND SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY — free wiping papers and
■’ustmer ’ ------

And when one 
That’s 
rental 
COL- 
atipationi

advertisement

ALL

see straight enough to r^ad i 
copy Of THE BULLETIN, till f 

, . saw JERKS’ RABNICK, head of 
JEROLfi. OPTICAL who straightened ite

out fasr© Now I’m a BNF*



. . ; ■ ' ■: * '
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4) above average
5) exellent

6) a masterpiece

DEFINITION* a.fanzine. 
Is a magazine about, for 
and by., science, fiction ; 
fans. fubli shed;privately 
and very,often 'having 
absolutely no reference 
to science fiction at all*

Enjoyed since fandom 
began as a source of. 
fun and mutual ’interest, 
the fanzine has as long 
a history- as.' s-f itself t

This column will bring 
to you the best in re
views of fan-produced 
magazine —-fanzines, 

ratings: l)miserable
2) below-average

3) average

Fh M FA&

- W

cr^

FAN2 iNe ;

SCIENCE FICTION NE\^SIET7ER\ bi-monthjy ' BOB TUCKER;< editor
seven issues TO Box 702 Bloomington, 1111,hois

A beautifully planographed mag with exellent (if sparse) artwork. 
In issue 25 for Hay, 1952, the contents are varied,* if not as humorous 
as might be expected from the' irrepressible Tucker, The best features 
of the issue are the book reviews by Bob and the 
advanced news of books to be issued, people who .. gog.uui...
are making names for themselves, and tips on stf 
in general, It sadly lacks in several thingsfin 
more of the ^Tucker humour “ and in a better sch
edule of publication, fpr the news in the issues 
are always behind the time, with a feV exceptions 
that are,for instance such as: Leib4r,Pratt and 
^ish will be sharing berths in a new volume to 

be issued by WAYNE PUBLISHERS called WITCHES 3* 
All in all, though, a nicely handled little taag,

SCIENCE FICTION ADVERTISER bi-monthly , ROY A. SQUIRES; editor 
75/ a year or 8 Issues $1 1745 Kenneth Road Glendale l,Cal»

Thia is a must for anyone either already collecting or intending 
J (continued page 17)
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to begin a collection in the science fiction or fantasy line. Probably 
the ONLY fan magazine that makes a profit, SFA is keynoted by .its high 
grade artwork and the quality of the material (-|An fT A

. vHassa Squires fills it with. In the March,’52 n
issue, on hand, the cover is another of those
beautiful Morris Scott Dollena astronomy-pios

•; t
which have been the frontwork for the last 3 
or four issues. The inside jnaterial, aside • 
from the ads and for-sales which have proven 
invaluable to hundreds of stfen, there is an 
extra-long treatise (part one) by Arthur J. Cox on AJS, van 
is a milestone. In addition, the article IN DEFENSE OF SPACE 
Caroline Gaybard, is of an exellent qalibre. The entire issue is up 
to uFA’s high standards and should not be missed by anyone.

Vogt which
OPERA by

CILINAL OF SCIENCE FICTION

25^ per issue or 4 for $1

irregular EDWARD WOOD and CHARLES 
FREUDENTHALf editors

1331 W. Newport Ave. Chicago 13,111.

This is the high-spot of our fmz reading for this time. This is a 
science fiction work of art, so to speak. Work and'qualify have been 
poured bodily into this pocket-sized giant to • • ♦
make it a fan magazine that should be included
in EVERYONE’S library, whether he reads fanzines 
or not. it is a magazine that handles all aspects

wish ccm-o

ience fiction in a manner that would do a 
gre'at: deal of credit to the most jaded promag. 
In the second issue (dated Fall 1952) Wood and 
.‘reudenthal have assembled an issue of startling 
-^eiience that is led off by Wood’s own long 

a- Licle AN AMAZING QUARTER CENTURY which handles 
AMAZING STORIES over the last 25 years in a 
thorough and enjoyable manner. Freudenthal’s

v answer to the article against Bradbury last issue 
is another high spot along with 30-odd pages of

OvR

positively the-BEST in 
miss this one whatever 
your money back if you

fanzine, reading* Do not 
you doL.We guarentee 
aren’t satisfied.

WWE bi-monthly
IBX a oopy or. 6 for ?5^ 119 Ward Road

W, PAUL GANIEYx editor
North Tonawanda,NY

This issue(Nov 151* Jan *52) of fandom’s only 
is not so hot as FAN-FARE goes. Other issues have

all-fiotion fanzine 
produced material that

was just a wee bit shy of professional publication. 
But this ish, it seems as though Paul Ganley has co
llected all the odds ’n ends he had lying in ^is file 
and slung them together for this ish. With one or two 
exceptions, the material was way below par. Of very 
nice quality were Isabelle Dinwiddie’s poem THE FAUN 

BY THE POOL, Marie-Louise Share’s LIEBESTRAUM and 
Duane’s poem TEPHRAMANCY which was fair. Of-the other 
contents (and particularly that RUDOLPH IN HELMANN- 

LAND), only this can be said, “Try again next time, 
Paul.” But it’fcs still a good fiction buy. Nice cover.

, r (concluded page 18)
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monthly 1EE HOFFMANt edi tor
15X a copy or 3 for 40/ . 101 Wagner street Savannah* Georgia

I, don’t know about anyone else*, but I read Q just for the little 
tid-bits that editoress Lee Hoffman slings in from time to time* In the 
fan rank’s from time to .time there is a talent-which 
springs forth that cannot be denied as being sheer
geniusc Oneof these is Miss Coffman* whose humour 
runs to such
on the table

"Quandry 
. nohth by

stuff as the following which appears 
of contents page for issue number 20|

!» -• * | . 4

is published monthly almost eveiy
the Serious Constructive Element 

and contains serious constructive articles 
by serious constructive fans* It is dedic
tated to fans with fine minds* broad mental 

, horizons* and high moral standards who tai® 
the Long View and realize that science
fiction is the true answer* Opinions herein 
should be blamed on the authors* nbt the 
editor who doesn’t know what’s going on any 
way* being bne of the illiterate masses**

This is the type of humour: Which has drawn 
readers’/to Q for the past 20 issues* One of the 
remarkable . things about it is that it can keep- its 
tight publishing schedule and be out every month on 
the month* Very good and highly recommended to all. regardless of age’ 
or condition of grey matter* who enjoy a good laugh and sharp reading*

A;

OPUS no publishing schedule given W*jMAX KEASIERi edi tqr
15/ the copy or 2/25/ Box 24 Washington U* St* Louis 5* Mb*

Thass right, the fella what done our cover has his own mag* and 
turns, out a splendiferous job each, time* Maxie Kessler’s May issue 
features-several of those ABOUT THIS PICTURE 
features.-which are really elegant* several 
photos of- prominent fen* several columns of 
a nice variety with Harry Warner’s; ALL OUR- 
YESTERDAYS with a discussion of the N3F- out 
on top again* several ads for pix from the
Midwestcon* and several other nice things 
which you ;shouldn’t want to miss* Partic
ularly that, full-page illo on page 25 which 
I wish had been run here first* Above average t A

SEEING AS OUH SPACE IS MORE LIMITED THAN WE THOUGHT*
. VZE’LL HAVE TO POSTPONE THE REVIEWS OF bob Silverberg’s 

SPACESHIP* gregg calkin’s OOPSLA?* shel deretchin’s
♦ VARI ANT WORLD* paul cox’s TIME STREAM* and dave eng-

HshHn?Ag^^ WHICH WERE SCHEDULED FOR THIS ISSUE.

WATCH HEXT THIE FOR THESE AND OTHER IMZ 
REVIEWS TO GET THE LOW-DOWN ON WAT’S

• GOOD IN THE FAN-PRODUCED I-IAG AZ INES....,
' —finis——



It’s offices at 366 Madison Avenue in Mew York, encompass quit* a 
dumber of offices on a top floor of that stately skyscraper* But for all 
the pomp and circumstance connected with the company, their product, in 
many instances, is of the lowest form*

For a number of years now, AMAZING STORIES and its companion mag
azine FANTASTIC ADVENTURES have been regarded as being the lowest 
climbers on the ladder of science fiction promags. There has been good 
reason for this> Ths quality of the stories, the format, the audience 
to whom these two magazines havq bden slanted, have been nothing short 
o puerile and infantile. Admittedly^ Howard Browne? has pub 11 died his 
magazines for the mgre juvenile (and semi-illiterdte)of the science 
fiction readers.

One pauses to wonder, then, whether it is a good thing for the 
field that Ziff-Davis* publishers of two of the crummiest of stf mags,to 
be the.publishers of the new semi-slick.fantasy-science magazine 
FANTASTIC, which recently hit the newstands^

‘For although the contents of this issue are of a high quality, 
about as much above AMAZING and FANTASTIC as Renoir is above Orphan 
Annie, it offers signs of the-same degeneracy that has hit the other 

. (continued page 20 j



truly - LANTASTIC" (continued)

two one-time giants of the science-fantasy field* A degeneracy that 
once started, ate out .the very vitals of both magazines*.

Le$*B take a ran*down on. the new magazine FANTASTIC and pick out 
those signs of possible. degeneracy that hang o^er this sparkling new- 
comer to the s«-f ranks v

Begin with the cover.?. A beautiful thing “when started byB.AHYE 
PHILIPS* ruined somewhat by 13: C MION SUMMERS sticking His^fipgers in 

jie® Anyone with half an eye for artistes styles can see that the 
.witing face and goblet of brew were drawn with painstaking oar< by 

philips while the. sloppy bodies that serve as hair were scrawLetjAon
a thought as to appearance by Summers* ' 'jV •$ i-’

’ . * ' ‘ . • •> * -*4?" tw
®bte sign of degeneracy Summers as art edirtltfr:Wk.l4&

e 1 in all the. picture pies with the ability to stick Mb3 own5work in where* 
ver avd he wants, An example of what that can bring about is

- the'h^l-iii^ed cover* Thi inside artwork is.some of Ttfie .finest, ever 
seen by this reader‘ but .qnce ..again‘has its ^drawbacks rand frightening 
sign^ of^aqr management /that characterizes Mr, .Summers’, 1 .

-• F'or ipsfancB-itme- Illustrations fbr PTldiESSOR BUKO’S SNUEF, A 
<teteless.stylg?3^thoirt'regard. for either fantasy background or acfiepted

' art:< stylebHa ?shown by the illustration of the half-nude woman on the 
bed, which?'raLone, helps to ruin a practically flawless issue. Readers 
looking fJr the first tifije at -FAINASTIC, not accustomed to reading s-f 
would be shocked and turned away by that illoi itself. In all fairness 
it must be said thatbthe other two i illustrations wefe quite fair with 
the one ^f the man sitting in the graveyard giving more of an appear- 
,an$e .of a detective, story magazine, where;it would have been right in 
pl&ce. But .thus we see, by comparing *it with the VALIGURSKEY illo for 
FULL’ CIRCLE or FINLAY’s pix for SIXiAND TEN ARE JOHNNY, that Summers is 
definately not the one to be displaying his art where it can be seen in

... 1FANTASTIC, • . * - ; '3

The quality, of the remaining art is quite high, bordering upon 
sheer masterpieces with the exceptions being the cartoon-like scribb-

15 res of BAVIN STONE, which are even out of placp in> AMAZING, and are 
'k o. suited to the stf magazine at alii . ’ * *

For a magazine of the calibre»this one portends to be, all illust
rations should be of highest quality, -for several reasons, l)this mag
azine will have as much as,if not more, circulation than AMAZING of 
FANTASTIC and consequently will be held up many times as representative 
science fiction and 2) should therefore be something of a “shining 

example”, of stfdom,

Such artwork as Valigureky’s work in thiss issue and STEVENS and 
Finlay are /the epitome of fantasy artwork, and- give a good impression to 
first-timers,

TO the storiest With all ;the big hdmes in the issue,Asimov,Gold, 
Bradbury,Nevilee, etc,, top spot, in thisReviewer’s opinion goes to 
fan MARTINEZ, for his brilliant short fantasy FOR HEAVEN’S SAIS I 
vhi.^ hit everyone asked in just the’right way, A olever bit of writing 
with plenty of-'punch, the story far out-shadowed the much-heralded 
PROFESSOR. BINGO J S SNUFF, by Raymond Chandler which, I am led s to beleive, 

<3-/ . ' : (concluded page 21)
• j ' ♦ . rf .
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JtT’S'TRULY ^AMTASTTC (concluded)

was inserted only for the prestige connected with that famous mystery 
•.Witer3s uites9/^ stories is something phenomenal in a
Ziff^Davig.^ Stories like ^SCMEDAY THEY'LL GIVE US GUNS,* and 
THE SMILE by/Hsy*Bradta are stories worthy of the nest high»falutting

-publication^ But again we bee a sign of degeneracy $

sign of: degeneracy #2: stories bought by Hcwaru 
editor*like AND THREE TO GET READY by HtL# Gold and WHAT IF by Asimov 
which are strictly punk stuff in comparison to the work these men can 
produce# These tales -were purchased solely for the names inyplyedl .*

Anyone can tell, when comparing these l;wo stories wiTh suon works 
by Gold as THE TROUBLE WITH WATER and MATTER OF FORM and writings by 
Asimov as his FOUNDATION and POSITRONIC stories# that these two storing 
are way below par and were probably turned out at request of Browne

. without a thought ae to Good plotting# For the stories themselves are 
little more than hackneyed bits of tripe#

Much better taste was shown in the, selection of Bradbury’a THE 
SMILE which is as fine a bit of "future history" as we've seen in a 
great while# And perfectly logical if we extrapolate on the common 
person's hatred (yes#hatred) of most things intellectual# This story is 
a beautiful bit of/humanity (or perhaps NOT so beautiful} captured 
forever in the penfpf one of America’s literary craftsmen#

' ■ ' * • i * • ' ’ !/ / * 'f / u •• I * • A * «

Also for the [sake of NAMESAKE#- wq .find; THE 
RUNAWAY by Louise Lee Outlaw which is certainly . 
as dried up a plot as is imagineable# but for the 
sake of dragging in the feminine trade that have 
read Miss Outlaw's other work in the fem*pros# 

' they accepted and- published it# This is a sign of 
degeneracy that cannot be ignored# The buying of 
names not stories yhich is a bad policy anytime#,

Note sign of degeneracy #3| publishing FULL 
CI.iCLE by Kiokey# Hickey# a house writer for Z-D# 
undoubtedly spent a good deal of time on this 
tale as it is a great deal better than anything he 
has turned but to date# but still is a far cry
from some of the other material in the issue# It seems obvious that he 
was in this issue solely for the purpose of being placated by Browne# 
Sort of a literary spoils system# He wrdte for us in AMAZING# we owe

V- £c o fAA^iWi^

. ■ • £T?' ..T-r-.
WE ARE PRETTY FAR BEHIND IN OUR HEADING, BUT HERE ARE 3UR — 
RECaaiENDATIONS FOR THIS ISSUEjMEAGER THOUGH THEY'MAY HE

T.EY SHALL RISE by Wallace West Future Solence^ Fiction « July
LOOS OF THE MORNING by Edmond Hamilton Shrilling Wonder August 
CHOLWELL’S CHICKENS by Jack Vanpe ## ## ##
THE MIDDLE OF THE WEEK AFTER NEXT by Murrey Leinster TWS .## 
COLLISION ____ by Raymond F# Jones Startups Stories July
EO TIME FOR TOFFEE, by Charles Myers Imagination July
THE SUN-SMITHS by Richard St Shaver Other Worlds July
FAST FALLS THE EVENTIDE by Eric Frank Russell Astounding May 
WHAT HAVE I DONE? by Mark Clifton ’ ## ##



IT*S  TRULY “FANTASTIC" (really concluded)

* • DEAR FRED? BELEIVE IT OR NOT, WE: DON’T HAVE A COPY OF LAST ISSUE LEFT 
OUT OF A GOODLY NUMBER PRINTED, BUT VJE ARE MOVING HEAVEN AND EARTH, SO 
TO SPEAK, TO GET A COPY TO THE BOYDS. THEY WILL PROBABLY HAVE IT BY THE 
TIME YOU READ THIS. WE ARE VERY HAPPY TO KNOW THAT OUR GUESS ABOUT THE 
HEN NAME WAS RIGHT’ FOR WE ENJOYED VERY MUCH CATEGORY PHENIX. HOPE TO 
SEE MORE BY BOYD ELLANBY, FOR THOSE OF OUR READERS WHO HAY BE IGNORANT 

- • (continued page 23)

28

him something., so we'll let him get in this issue» The same goes for 
the Paul Fairman story "SOMEDAY THEY’LL GIVE US GUNS*  Which, on the 
other hand, turns out wonderfully, but nonetheless, the fact stands 
forth that 'second-rate hacks are getting in strictly on their "service*  

reputationsj sucn as they are,.

Yes, the outlook for FANTASTIC is shadowed with doubtsi But the • 
good points,for the present,‘ far outweigh the bad points^ and there is 
much promise in the mag for new giant in the stfantasy field.

From Ziff-Davis, „It<s truly "FAJTTASTIC"t
3 ‘ v : 1 V . • • -i ’ •

——-the y. -v
:-r .*'1^ H.’? ^s/’iv. 7.:^ / »^G^d-F***** y... i .

12701 SHAKER BLVD, APARD1ENT #616, CLEVELAND 20, OHIO and get the® M* 
ewered IN EVIL by the editor, your letters make our job worthwhile,,•>, 
.V V-".’VV • \ , <Vv^ \ AX' W

< VW AV. front FREDERIK PORL
Dear Mr, Ellison, V vWVr v v a ‘

I was more than pleased to see in your April issue of the BULIBTIN 
the laudatory words for the first published story by BOYD ELLANBY, 
CATEGORY PHOENIX in the May issue of Galaxy Science Fiction, Boyd Ellan- 
by is, indeed, a pen name$ it is the joint name of William C. Boyd,Ph,A, 
and his wife, Lyle Bpyd^ who are anthropologists on the staff of Boston 
University<*«"the  sme school where Dr0 Isaac Asimov teaches*  Since this 
is their first published story, I- Ixow they would welcome seeing your 
magazine^ I am enclosing fifteen eents {$^10)in etamps, and asking you 
to send a copy of it to them at 24 Edward Street, Belmont, Massachusetts, 

Since they are leaving for Pakistan on a field trip within the next 
three or four weeks, can you please arrange to mail this at once?

v Ws very muoh, . r. Cordially,
Fredefik Pohl 

220 Fifth Avenue...
Rew York City • t



in the MAIL bag (continued) 23

OF THE FACT* FREDERIK POHL IS HEAD OF THE FRED POHL LITERARY AGENCY IN 
NYC WHICH HAS SOLD SOME OF STFdos’S BEST STORIES AND IS CO-AUTHOR WITH 
CYRIL KORNBLUTH OF GRAVY PLANET NOW RUNNING IN GALAXY1 HOW IN THE HECK 
YOU GOT HOLD OF A CW OF THE liAG,FRED, IS BEYOND US. BUT OUR CIRCULAR ' 
TION HAS CERTAINLY PEEN DEVELOPING OVER THE PAST THREE ISSUES. W’VE 
MOVE T.iW TRIPLED OUR PRODUCTION^ SORRY THAT WE HAVE NO ISSUE’S TOP 
STORY .THIS- TIME LIKE LAST, BUT WE ARE QUITE A BIT BEHIND AND DID NOT 
FEEL THAT .WE WOULD BE JUSTIFIED IN SELECTING A STORY UNTIL WE HAD COVER*
ED THIS MONTH'S FIELD MORE THOROUGHLY. IT’LL BE BACK NEXT ISSUE..... .SB

Dear Mr. Ellison;-
After travelling twice abress the country your CITATION finally 

reached me, and 4nrtM name of Mr. de Ces^ and also for myself, X with 
t- extend the warmest gratitude., ...A.—*‘;/"

__ Itla-a tiioe little fanzine, beautifully edAtedypand we are moot 
grateful to get it. z

I will personally see to it that Mr* Cohan keeps it on one of the 
tables in Gavagan’s for the benefit of the more educated customers-that 
is, after I get through reading it myself. Cordially,

Fletcher Pratt
32 West 58th Street 
New York 1% NY

DEAR FLETCHER* ON BEHALF OF THE' ENTIRE CSFB,MAY. T TRAM* YOU MUCH FOR 
YOUR LETTER AND, REMIND THE READER^ THAT MR. PRATT IS ONE OF AMERICA’S 
LEADING NAVKL STRATEGISTS IN ADDITION TO BEING THE AUTHOR OF THAT FAST
SELLING VOLUME ON ROCKF’TS^ JETS, GUIDED MISSILES AND SPACE SHIPS AND ED
ITOR of wild^ seen to
DATE. MR. PRATT RECEIVES THE CITATION FOR THE GAVAGAN’S BAR SERIES...he 

/////////^

. If: : fromi SCOTT MEREDITH
Dear Mr. Ellisoni

Lester del Rey, whome we represent, tells us that a review appeared 
in your fen mag mentioning THE PIPES OF PAN as having been presented on 
TALES. OF TOMORROW. :

Lester was somewhat perturbed about this, as were we, because we 
neve?? made the sale to TALES OF TOMORROW, and were certainly never paid 
for - l{| We called Street and Smith, the copyright holders and they knew

•og of the sale, either. We then called Mort Abrahams of ToT (a Tel- 
c ..&xon show with which we do a great deal of business^ incidentally), 
and he knew nothing whatever’ about the alleged broadcast, never having 
used a story with that title, or even a story vaguely resembling it.

I was wondering if you could check this with your reviewer. Apparent
ly the story was presented on television — which I assume by the fact 
that it was reviewed by your mag. Is it possible that your reviewer 
credited ths show to ToT when it really appeared elsewhere?

Whatever the case, I would appreciate a reply by airmail special 
delivery. If the story was presented somewhere without our knowledge, we 
would like to investigate immediately, and get the author whatever is 
coming to him. May we hear from you immediately? Best, wishes always.

• /a. Sincerely,
580 Fifth Avenue ,• * Scott Meredith of Scott

New York 36, New York Meredith Literary Agenoy
’ ‘ (continued page 24)



IPs in the MAIL “bag (concluded)
ft

JEAR SCOTTi WE APPEAR TO HAVE STIRRED UP THE PROVERBIAL TEMPEST IN A
TEAPOT. S'lEHOW OUR CIRCULATION CIRCULATED FARTHER THAN WE EXPECTED 
AND SCIIEONE ERRONEOUSLY REPORTED PIPES OF PAN AS HAVING BEEN DONE ON 
TALES OF TOMORROW, WHEN ACTUALLY, IS1 YbuTO) READ THE REVIEW, YOU WOULD 
KNOW IT WAS IMPORTED AS HAVING. BEEN SEEN ON LIGHTS OUT, THE REVIEWER 
YOU ARE HEEERING TO IS THE SAME ONE YOU AREREADING NOW. THE STORY GOES 
LIKE’THIS: SEVERAL MONTHS AGO WE WERE SITTING WATCHING LIGHTS QUT WHICH 

WAS’ PRESENTING; A. STORY ENTITLED PIPES OF PAN WHICH WAS SO MUtiH LIKE 
del REY’S STORY? THAT I ASSUMED IT1 WAS. I S"d "STATED IN THE REVIEW, ■' IF 
IT..”ASN»TrVE’HE SORRY, WE’ SUGGEST. YOU BUY A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE MAGAZINE

REVIEW--THAT WAY WE WON’T GO WRONG,,*?,,,,,,,he

from HAL SHAPIRO, USAAF 
Greetingej

,, t • • 1 ■ ' ’ ’

Finally getting around to subbing to the BULLETIN* Here’s a buck 
anda-half to start me out with the May issue* Picked up the April one 

. at the Midwastcon and would have been impressed with it except for the 
♦ following items* *

Too much of the stuff was staff written* It is the editor1s job 
to edit a zine? whether it be fan or pro? His first consideration is to 
get other people’s work into print# If he has space that can be filled 

up in no other.way, then he can fill it himself# or issue an undersize 
zine that month* An editorial .and editorial ocmment is sufficient in a
fan journal*-If the ed- 
ohould show it in other 
you cheeky you’ll find 
to get on* >

» Why don’t you cut 
though you use 20-pound 
managed to seep through 

. can read backwards (any 
sides of a page at one 
the first few issues of 

Like the editorial
j?o editor* Helped.an 

((pardon 
out of correction 
going onz Why the 
.invest about five; 
a good set of let-,

itor has talent# he 
zines* I think#if 
that Ifm right* But

down on your ink* Al* 
paper# the ink that 
allowed a person who 
printer) to read both

. glapce* Something like 
SLOT* 
review of your tens 

.outsider see partially 
the mistake but we’re 
fluid. whe))what was 
devil .don’t you people 
or ten dollard end get 
taring guides? Hand

written titles mey . r look good onoe in a
whileP but too much is too much* I like your HEXT TEXT# which makes 
it unhecesary for thoae,fen who read the prosines to sub to newzines* 
It may surprise you (or it may not) but there are fen who never read 
the prozines* It first surprised me when I first met people outside the 
Michigan Science Fantasy Society and tried to talk about current stf - 
and received only blank looks* Oh well* it takes all kinds# even in 7. 
fandom* . *

It seemed to me,however# that you are turning the BULLETIN (or have 
turned it) into a newzine reporting the pros# books and movies and 
radioft Of course, I wouldn’t be subbing if I didn’t like the BULLETIN,
but a little less space devoted to things like that and more to things 
of interest to fen (ie* other fen) and you’ll roll along better* Besides# 
all one has to do to get reviews of books,TV,etc* is to pick up an# 
newzine or pro source (TIMB#LIFE#news,’.'apers) and he can get the same 
thing# (really concluded page



it’s in the MAIL "bag (concluded,for sure)

Your high point was undoubtedly ESSAY ON EGOBOO by Bill Venable* 
That hoy can taite when he wants to* It’s worth digging through all the 
trash he ' turns out to. find a worthwhile piece like this*

No comment on the poetry and a suggestion as to letters* Put the 
addresses of the fen whose letters you print with the letters so that 
others can answer them personally if so inclined* I don’t think it 
would hurt© SPACESHIP (Bob Silverberg’s msg) did it and Bob tells me 
that many have thanked him for it*

Will only say that I enjoyed the character assasination in your 
Midwestcon section,

Incidently, your table of contents is too complete* It’s the first 
time I have ever said that about any zine^ but don’t yoU think that it’s 

•going too far when you even list the fillers on the contents page?
?£T’'After all,, half the fun of reading a fanzine is the hunt for'the unusual* 

r;\ - • < *» • ♦ *incidently, if you .have any back, issues of the BULLETIN that you 
would like. tP give away* !? shall be glad to be on the receiving end*

‘ • • Sincerely, (>
790th. ACi/V/ Squadron Hal Shapiro,db
Kirksville, Missouri

P*S* The BULLETIN is supposed* to be ’’the ONLY Official organ of 
the CLEVELAND SCIENO? FICTION SOCIETY...” Yet^ there is no club business 

•w in the pages* Admitted, such would be uninteresting to outsiders such 
<as myself, but don’t you think that an 00 should contain the olub 

■ '• tineas in order to he an 00? Look,, for instance, as MUTANT, the 
official organ (now defunct) pf the Michigan Science Fantasy Society* 
Ai its prime in 1947-48-49-50, MUTIE had two to three or four pages of 

» ‘ club news each issue, yet never lacked for subbers, because the rest of 
the issue was interesting to them* However, the subbers knew that in a 
club organ, they would have to put up with a certain amount of olub 
news* (item: MUTANT is where the now historic Singer-Nelson religion 
fued originated*) /

' ■ ■' ■ V H

-: HEAR HAL» YOUR LETTER COVERS A LOT OF TERRITORY AND I’D BEST ANSWER, IT 
AM._ AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. 1) THANKS AN AWFUL LOT FOR SUBSCRIBING,

, THAT’S’ THE LIFE BLOOD OF ANY FANZINE. 2) ABOUT TOO MUCH MATERIAL BEING 
STAFF*WRITTEN». YOU WOULD BE SURPRISED HQW FAST FRIENDS AND MEMBERS 
SCATTER WHEN-.WORK IS BEING DOLED OUT. IN FACT:! AM SITTING ON PINS AND 
NF,EDIES NOW OVER WHETHER I’LL GET A SCHEDULED BOOK REVIEW BACK FROM A 
-REVniWER WHO LIVES FIVE BLOCKS AWAY. THEY JUST WON’T DO IT, AND WHEN

• ■ ! THERE IS STUFF THAT MUST BE DONE—THE TASK FALLS TO YOURS TRULY. I 
■ HAVEN’T HEARD TOO MANY CCHPLAlNTS SO FAR,3) THAT INK BUSINESS IS ROUGH 

ON US AS MUCH AS YOU. WE HAVE AN OUTSIDE INK MIMEO AND IT GIVES US A
... PRETTY FOUL AND. UNEVEN JOB. WE ARE SEEING WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT.

• 4) HAL, IF YOU WANT LETTER GUIDES FOR THE HEADINGS, LOAN (OR GIVE) US 
THE MONEY FOR THEM. YOU SHOULD KNOW ALL. FANZINE- EDITORS ARE BROKE ALL 
THE TIME. BUT SERIOUSLY-, -WE WOULD LIKE. TO GET Al SET BUT REALLY CANNOT 
AFFORD THEM IMMEDIATELY. WARE TRYlilQ TO DO BETTER ON THE HAND-DRAW 
HEADINGS AS SHOW BY THE HEAD FOR Tm'-’FANZ INE REVIEW COLUMN, 5) YOU ’ 
C&NFUSE ME A LITTLE,HAL, FIRST YOU 'SAY YOU. LIKE NEXT TEXT BECAUSE YOU 

■•iSW^T-HAVE TO BUY EEWZHJES, AND'THEN YOU SAY THAT WE SHOULDN'T RUN
•-■ JS TYPE REVIEWS BECAUSE YOU CAN GET THEM IN THE NEWZtOS-"FIRST LET 
US SAY THAT I WANT TO MAKE IT CLEAR AS I DID IN THE EDITORIAL THIS TIME 
THAT WE ARE WRITING SPECIFICALLY FOR THE NON-FAN WHO KNOWS NOTHING ABOUT 

(afraid we’ll have to con- 
c’’-' r- '
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.NEWS INES OH OTHER FACETS OF FAHDCM. WE WANT TO HANDLE THE WHOLE 
FIELD 30 HE CAN GET EVERYTHING HE WANTS’ IN ONE MAG WITHOUT SUBBING . TO 
A FLOCK OF OTHERS. NO, WB ARE NOT AND I HAVE NOT, TURNED THE BULLETIN

INTO A NEWZIKE,. BUT I DEFINITELY WANT TO GET REVIEWS ACROSS TO THE FANS 
AND NOW ANS, AND THE BULK OF OUR HEADERS NOT ONLY ENJOY,BUT DESIRE ’ 
THEM.. AND IF YOU NOTICE, THE SOURCES YOU MENTION SUCH AS TIME,ETC. DO

• NOT COVER STF AS WgJLL AS WE ATTEMPT TO, SO YOU SEE, IT REALIY IS A 
NECESSITY FOR OUR MAG. WE HOPE YOU TOLL APPRECIATE THE STUFF. WE ARE 
ESPEC TALLY. GLAD YOU LIKED BILD VENABLE’S ARTICLE AS WE ARE FLATTERED 

ALL TO HECK SENT ESSAY TO US WHEN IT WOULD HAVE BEEN SNATCHED
UP BY A DPS$N OEKJR MORE FIRmY ESTABLISHED ZINES. 6) YOUR SUGGESTION 
ABOUT THE 'ADD®S3aSS OF TJKI LETTEJWtTTERS HAS BEEN PUT INTO EFFECT AS 

, NOTE THIS iSSUS,,’. 7) -WE Dip NOT LIST ANY FILLERS ON OUR CONTENTS PAGE 
BUT ONLY REGULARLY SCHEDULED MATERIAL THAT. WE CONSIDERED OF IMPORTANCE 

, ENOUGH TOWS THERE, YOUR KEJIAIK ABOUT HUNTING THROUGH THE MAG WAS 
WOT.UP WITH SEVERAL DOZEN PEOPLE ..AND NOT A ONE AGREES WITH. YOU. MOST 

. CULAKGE THE NON-IJJN WHO REMARKED THAT SUCH A THING WOULD BE RID- 
... .LOUS. WEEN YOU HAVE '.WEMMAL IN AN ISSUE, LIST IT. WHAT WOULD HAPPEN 
IF WE DID WEAT YOU. SUQ0S6T IS SHOWN .BY--OUR NOT HAVING A. TABLE OF CONT
ENTS PAGE IN OUR SECOND ISSUE'., BOY, DID WE GET CHEWED OUT., 8) NOT ONE 

. SINGLE ISStS OF PAST COPIES I2FT.' ALL SOLD, SORRY, 9)AS TO THAT OFFICIAL 
ORGAN BUSINESS; WE ARE THE 00 ONLY IN IKE SENSE THAT WE REALLY ARE SUP- 

. : PORTED BY THEC»’S./BUT OTHER IKaN THAT, WE DON'T FEATURE TOO MUCH
ABOUT ®IBM, CHIEFLY FOR THE REASONS YOU YOURSELF GAVE AND FOR THE FACT 
THAI' W- DO SO LITTLE OF INTEREST 3VB& TO OURSELVES SOMETIMES, THAT IT 

■ WOULD BE SO MANY BLANK PAGES IN THE MAG. OTHER REASONS ARE SEMI-PERSONAL 
, ., AND PERTAIN TOOTHS CLUB SO VIE WON’T MENTION THEM HERE’i WAT INTERESTING 

' t DOPE THERE IS ABOUT THE CSFS CAN BE FOUND IN THE; NEWS AND NOTES..............he

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

: r J from; HOREEK KJM
• • Dear Harlan, * f

- Oongratulationa on the Midwesteon ieoue, The Cleveland Club can be
proud of ite zine, Mimeojob can still stand improvement,

Gibson cover was great. Don't let that boy get away to Astounding^ 
After all? what can they offer him? Honey, We have prestige9 Just think

*.♦ of 'the difference* Out sea^d thought you'd better not think of it9 
BillVenable- j art5cl*e was' very amusing and accurate*^Consider for 

a momen^ .the. end result of EGOB00, Fans writing only for fanzines for 
........... ..*fano «to re^,. Eo one reading the pros* We pros fold up as a result and 

the-’fanzines’’turn pre- In the meantime the ex-pros become fanzines and 
.the cycle begins againi >

At least <it should* 'end forever the. complaint ofrM I have nothing 
t^-readp1 One will be kept busy just trying to find-out what mag is on 
-top-of the pile this week* - A

How about a drive to get all Cleveland fen to the CHICOK* After the 
nice time we all had an Indian lake they should be fighting to go. It 

9#ould be nice co see Cleveland out in force in Chicago* Keep up the 
good work and change that goldfish’s watery y '

; Noreen Kane Falaeca
11610 . Detroit Avenue ,
Cleveland, Ohio ?. A . .

. * t * • 71 ‘P.S, If thobe Oanals-are. really filled with beerf what, are we
*-waiting for? ’ | ’ *••..- i

DEAR NOREENS . I TOOK TOO MUCH SPACE WITH HAL SHAPIRO’S LETTER, SO I’LL 
JUST SAY, FIND OUT THE LATEST-ON THE GOLDFISH IN MY EDITORIAL Al® IN 
REEERENGE TO THE MARTIAN CANALS—WHO’S WAITING. .HIC. . ......................... .«,.he
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)UNDING SCIENCE FICTION 
THE EMISSARY by Jim Brown

IMAGINATION
THE WEAPON FROM ETERNITY by 

Dwight V. Swain

/ SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY 
S&NT 'OF DANGER by William

Morrison and Harry Hix
TH® GOES TO NOW by Charles

FUTURE SCIENCE 
THE GdtDS

FICTION
FEAR LOVE by Gene

Hunter
FINAL BARRIER by Alan E 

Nourse
VIE WILL INHERIT,,, by Wallace

West

GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION
star Bright by Mark Clifton
DUMB MARTIAN by John Wyndham
WHEN WILL WORLDS COLLIDE? an 

article by Willy Ley

FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES 
r THE SAT FLIES LOV/ by Sax 

’mer • ___________ . .

Some remark* heard at or ar
ound the Midweatcon,e«,,"Do you 
think Doo Smith will remember?”(BEN 
JASON), M , ,VAUGHN BURDEN sitting at 
the banquet table heard friendly 
enemies STEVE SCHULTHEIS and HARLAN 
ELLISON exchanging clever remarks 
and she said,* You s-f fans are so 

I don’t think I’d want to bemean. I don’t think I’d want to oe 
one,” To which Steve replied,”0h, 
Ellison’s brutal by nature, and th e
rest of us are brutal in defense,”

.....a pastime of the CSFS seems 
to be a game called “Rip the Ellison 
Apart”, In the ear coming back from 
the Con, when stopping at a roadside 
stand where the trash was thrown 
out by ELLISON, SCHULTHEIS came 
back from the washroom and looked at 
it and said, "What’s this?” BEN 
JASON replied, “Harlan’s rubbish,” 
Whereupon wise guy FRANK ANDRASOVSKY 
wisecracked* "He sure is)*«••«•

Did you notice that cover art* 
1st RAY GIBSON got his first publish* 
ed cartoon on page 3 of this month’s 
IMAGINATION,..,.

®g Who squired whom to SOUTH PACT 
FIC, Hint; both are CSFS members,, 

‘-”MORE NEXT ISSUE.

VIE ARE SORRY RIGHT DOW TO OUR BOOT 
TOPS BECAUSE VIE WON’T BE ABLE TO RUI’ 
MATERIAL THAT WAS PROMISED, BUT DUE 
TO AN EXTRA^LONG LETTER COnJIiN.A
BATCH OF MIMEO TROUBLE, A 
OUR REVIEWERS RUNNING OUT 
OTHER EQUALLY DISTASTEFUL 

. ILL HAVE TO PUT OFF TILL 
THE FOLLOWING;

COUPLE OF 
ON US AND 
THINGS, WB 
NEXT TIME

II nA-r 1) MIDWJOTCON 
REPORT

• ••comes JUDGEMENT DAY,

RATINGS

PLACE
-I7

2
3
4
5
6

ON LAST ISSUE

STORY
ESSAY ON EGOBOO 
THE BEER CAMPAIGN 
QUICK’ KILL IT,,..
THE LOST 
FAMILIAR 
GIBSON’S

ALL OTHER MATERIAL

4:
5s

ABNORMALITY 
THE TOPTURED 
shorV story

SORRY9 BUT LOOK

a short err:y 
another paral-le 

by Karl I Ohmn 
FOR THUa HEXT TRIE

ALONG WITH DAVID KYLE’S ARTICLE

ATOMIC
FACE
GALLERY OF ET

WAS EITHER
LOWER THAN 6th PLACE OR WAS OF 
A DEPARTMENTAL NATURE SO VIE WON’T 
RATE THEM, PLEASE SEND US YOUR 
RATINGS AT ONCE SO WE CAN START
COMPILING ON THIS ISSUE he
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HEXT ISSUE* the TILT-BIRD OF THE PINBALL NEBULA'

£ 11 •• • • • /’.»■'
A "A": ■ ", •«»* OS EXTRATERRESTRIAL
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This is the third in a series of carte on-art idee by young science 
fiction artist RAY GIBSON portraying the denizens of other worlds!
II IU tlv II II II II u II II * H II II ti II It M II II « II U II tl 11 11 w h H H II 11 11 H H

f ; ...

' A/ •
A. - A : - . A.
■„ 3s THE BUCK-BILLED ANTEATER ’V .

.■ .■TIGER-EISH'OF BACKSTRAT III
“J

With the opening to the public 
of space travel, the Republic an*  WD 
(Me Hate Democrats)Party sent their 
own rockets out to swing the other 

-world dwellers-to their pafty, 
•

When’ “they hit the*  completely , 
water-covered planet of Backstrap 
III and got in contact with the 
predominant intelligent life-fona 
there, the Duck-billed Anteater 
(water-going variety)Tiger-fishg 
they plied it with shoo-fly pie ant 
Ant-pan dowdies an^got a whole 
planet, of Repub-tican voters, ■ .

/ * • The Backstretp sector is now
refered to as "THE -SLtMY SOUTH” 
or hTHE SOLID QUADRANT”,

FIGURE It Tiger-fish with 
electioneering 

A-’ ■ y ' . attachment
• ’ : Af -y - ‘ r' , •

'I ill -

FIGURE 2| Tiger-fish 
interviewing 
voters



department

OF THE- LATEST IN 
SCIENCE FICTION 
AND FANTASY BOOKS

A REGULAR 
DEPARTMENT OF 
THE CSFS BULLETIN 
FEATURING

reviews byi
NORTON

ELLISON
THFPCnj XJuhlD Oa-j

BURDEN
’GASTON

NOTEj in this issue we are 
featuring reviews by Miss 
Andrea Norton, editor of th
World Publishing' Co,• s 
BULLARD OE’ THE -SPACE ’PATROL. 

We of the editorial

MM 'ANY

BOOKS
4

staff are honored to have 
this authority with us.

29

INTELLIGENT BOCK
REvmzs ’

lately?
featuring reviews oft

EARTHBOUND by Milton Lesser 
FIND THE FEATHERED SERPENT 

by Evan Hunter,
CITY - by Clifford D, Simak
JJEAH'S BEST S-F NOVELS: 1952 

’ edited.by Bleiler &
- ■ / Dikty.

AGES < IN CHAOS by' Immanuel 
Velikovskey

THE WiTCHlilG NIGHT by C.S, Cody 
JACK 0$ EAGLES by James BliSh 
THE DARK CHATEAU by Clark Ashton 

Smith

NEXT ISSUEi reviews of SANDS OF MARS 
by Arthur C. Clarke, CLOAK OF AESIR 
by John W, Campbell,Jr«, THE HAPLOIDS 
by Jerry Sohl, SWORD OF CONAN by Robt, 
E. Howard, ROBOTS HAVE NO TAILS by 
Lewis Padgett, TAKEOFF by C.M, Korn- 
bluth,TAIES FROM UNDERWOOD by David H, 
Keller? SPACE HAWK by Afathony Gilmore 
(pArt onej 6f rebuttal review) & others

D E L I N Q U E
• 5

FT JUVENILES
reviewed by ANDREA NORTON - - . . 1 * '

EARTHBOUND/ by Milton Lesser/ Winston/ Philadelphia & Toronto/ 1952/
S2t00/end papers by Alex Shomburg/ Jacket by Peter Poulton/205 pp/ 

FIND THE FEATHERED SERPEN^/ by Evan Hunts’/samp publisher as above/ena 
papers same as above/ Jacket by Henry Sharp/$2,00/206 pp/ 

(continued page 30)
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shelby
puffin | 
his opinion
2 books

Theae are two more titlec in the new tee» age series of science 
fiction adventures being published by Winston--the first of which,FIVE 
AGAINST VENUE , was reviewed in the last issue of the BULLETIN#

It is a pity that the writers of these stories do not know their 
potential public better* The constant "writing down”, use of stock type 
characters, and the introduction of very unfunny “humour” is not going 
to uin and influence readers who have had Heinlein, Clement and Jameson 
to enjoy# The teen-age audience for science fiction are usually in the 
upper third of their school classes and have 
already cut their teeth on the works of the 
masters© This sort of stuff is far behind 
them# And if it is intednded to attract new 
readers---well, surely the'best should be 
used for that purpose^.

Compare EARTHB0U11D, the story of a cadet 
space officer arbitrarily “washed out” just 
before graduation? with Heinlein’s SPACE CADET 
and the difference between good writing for 
this age range and poor does not have to be 
underlined any further- The trite plot of the 
disparaged outcast who makes a spectacular 
comeback, the cardboard characters—they are 
in EARTHBOUND# Only the section dealing with 
the hero’s voyage through the asteroid belt 
has any freshness#

FIND THE FEATHERED SERPENT la another 
rehash of the old, old Haja-oum-Viking mater
ial mixed with time travel, Neil Faisen and 
companion returns to the period of the Mayan 
Empire to establish the true identity of 
Kukulcan, the Feathered Serpent—the bearded god

Aztec and Mayan mysteries have been far better and more vividly pictur
ed in Janiver’s AZTEC TREASURE HOUSE and Gill’s VOLCANO OF GOLD,

The physical makeup of these books is excellent# Binding good, jack
ets colorful and appealing# Just let the stories grow up to match and 
they will be all the editors claim them# But they must do that growing#

vick’s 
offers 
of these

Of legend* Forgotten
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feature book review ****

BEST B 0 O K OF THE YEAR 
reviewed by HARLAN ELLISON

CITY/ by Clifford D# Simak/ Gnome Press/ Hew York/ 1952/ $2*75/224 pp/ 
dust jacket by Frank Kelly Freas

. Titles’such as the above one are the things that get book review
ers out of jobs in a hurry, but in this instance, I feel that it is 
more than justified# It fell to Gnome Press to collect the fabulous 
CITY series by Simak and bind them together in a comprehensive and 
permanent form# A series that 1, personally, do not see any competition 
to in sight# Hew it was' appreciated, scattered over the years from 
1944 to 1951 as it was, with no notes ’wi’th each in ASTOUNDING SCIENCE 
FICTION, I will never know# But appreciated it was and now the tales 
of the Websters, the Webster dogs and Jenkins can be enjoyed by all# 
Each of the eight seperate stories in the book are preceded by notes 
from the author whichy while not helping appreciably, offer a more 

(continued rage 31)
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interlocking.effect, Few? an author te'advance one startling concept 
, in a lifetime of writings io unusual, But for a writer to put forth 

eight separate and original ideas in one book* each limited because . 
of being in a short story, and yet as completely developed as might 
be enjoyed,.is something to truly marvel at.

Such is the case with Simak's CITY, The first story, CITY tells 
of the events that result from the conversion to hydroponics or tank- 

growing of food which eliminates farming of land, and the owning of 
c helicopter or family plane by every family. Thus, with the need for 
city-living gone, and with country land cheap and plentiful, thousands 
stream away from the cities, leaving them to die.

The second story HUDDLING PLACE tarries on into the third gener
ation of Websters after ths cities are gone with the premise that 
after living in these ancestral homes for so long, man develops racial 
agarophobin, ’ • i

'Third in the series tells of the mutant Jbe and the results of 
the fifth generation Webs ter* s experimentation with dogs. Of the ex
periments that enabled the dogs to speak and of the stealing of the 
Juwain philosophy, the effects of which show up later, CENSUS is the 
tale of the beginning of mah*s extinction and the beginning of the
race of dogs, *< "

Carrying on through the years, the tales DESERTION,PARADISE.HCBM 
EES and the'one tale which was not in Astounding THE SIMPLE WAY (form
er title when it appeared in AMAZING: THE TROUBLE WITH ANTS) leads the 
reader through the era of the talking dogs, through the years of trial 
when only the Webster’s robot Jenkins stood between extinction and the 
dogs, Bor man had gone to Jupiteri for one of the strangest reasons in 
the entire history of science fiction.

Brom the very first page to the last paragraph of the book, this 
volume presents in as wonderful a parade as 
can be imagined, pathos, humour, terror, & 
all; the wide range of themes of science 

.- fiction, I predict that this will be one 
of the most, thoroughly unforgettable books y 

rve ever had the chance to read. This is 
undoubtedly one of the mpst memorable books

..thus far issued, Ho matter what your tastes | 
in s-f or even if you don’t generally enjoy < 
s-f, this book will be meat for you, 

////////////////^^^

YEARLY COMPANION BOOK 
reviewed by THURMON GARSTON ,

Since some of the finest of science 
fiction work is done in the 20 to 30 thousan 
word zone, it was inevitable that a volume 
of ’•novels” would be issued. In this book, 
the second of such issued recently (see last 
issue’s reviews), the editor’s Bleiler and. 
Dikty have composed the book solely of long 
novelettes published in the promags (mostly 
ASTOUNDING) in 1951 and have labeled the book

YEAR’S BEST SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS/ edited by Everett Bleiler and 
TiE, Dikty/ Frederick Fell/ 1952/§3,5O/5 stories/SKL p^ pub. New York/ 

' (continued page 32)
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The talcs range from the nearest thing to a “classic" science 
fiction story written last year by Erie Frank Bussell (•••AND THEN 
THEBE WERE .‘‘NONE) to Ailttar C. darkens fabulous tale of a star*-quest 
to end all star-quests (SEEKER OF THE SPHINX)* In between are Walter 
Hiller’s (we, didn’t think it was one of the "best”) IZZARD AND THE 
HElWRANE which delves into Communist Russia and cybernetics all at 
qnee|Poul, Anderson’s highly exciting FLIGHT TO FOREVER and Frank M, 
Robinson’s punishment-through-various-eras tale of THE HUNTING SEASON 
which is probably the second best story in the volume,

Naturaly, any volume labeled “The Best,,.” of anything will start 
a controversy, and for this reviewer’s money, there are better stories 
that might have been chosen, -particularly (from GALAXY) BEYOND BEDLAM 
which falls into the novel, class, and how it was by-passed, is beyond 
us* Not a bad companion volume to the annual BEST SCIENCE FICTION 
STORIES series, but certainly not of the same quality timber, 

////////////^^^^

WILD TALENTS PREVAIL 
reviewed by RALPH BEESE

JACK OF EAGLES/ by Janes Blish/ §2.75/ GreenbergtPublisher/ New York/ 
1952/246 pp,/

What started off as a highly intriguing book, toward the end and 
In central spots, degenerated into nothing more than a series of 
linked mathematical and parapsychological concepts as a somewhat obv
ious-carrier for a'plot, that became threadbare toward the end,

A novel concerning Danny Caiden who discovered he had numerous 
“wild talents” such as telepathy, the ability to find lost-items, pre- 
knowledge, and innumerable others including teleportation , that moves 
quite rapidly (till those bogged down spots) from startling incident 
to startling incident.

Because of these “unusual traits", gets himself in much hot water 
with the F.B.I* , a brokerage firm, the Psychic Research Society, and 
a batch of good old-fashioned gangsters who are all furiously seeking 
to clap him up somewhere or t’other for various reasons, many of which 
are extremely foggy at the conclusion*

First published in THRILLING WONDER STORIES in December of 1949 
as IET THE FINDER BEWARE (which, by the way, would have been a much 
better title)this book is excellent for a number of reasons--namely 
its unusual theme, novel twists on old lines, and fast-pacing in the 
beginning and poor for a number more—particularly the overlooked 
necessity of good characterisation, too-technical language in places, 
and its tapering off toward the conclusion,

Quite a book for the first hundred and fifty pages, but after 
.that just anothgg fair story, 

//////////////////^

SO SLOW F 0 E T H Y 
reviewed by THURMON GARSTON

THE DARK CHATEAU/ poetry by Clark Ashton Smith/Arkham House/Sauk City 
Wisoonsin/§2,50/ 63 pp/ jacket by Frank Utp at el/19 51/40 poems/

Not tod much to say about this extra-thin volume* It is extremely 
(continued page 33)
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heavy poetry, the likes of which I hope school 
children are never forced, to absorb as part 
of the curriculum, Smith has an affinity . 
for extra-long words, the use of which 
is, in a great many instances, needless. 

Of the poetry in the volume, LAMIA 
”0 GOLDEN-TONGUED ROMANCE ”, SONNET NOR 
PSYCHOANALYSTS, THE WITCH WITH EYES OF 
AMBER and several others came up to 
this reviewer’s likesc Tor two and a half 
dollars, this is too thin,poorly bound, 
and dull a volume to buy© Don’t,

33

DEMONOLOGY AND MEDICIS 
reviewed by ANDREA NORTON

THE WITCHING NIGHT/by C^, Cody Acrid 
Publishing Co*/Cleveland & New York/ 
1952/§2375/255pp/jacket by John Huly

Although this book deals 
Black Magic? it can rightfully 
be classed as “science” ficti© 
rather .than fantasy? for the 
doctor-hero? who is the first
person narrator, fights the evil 

. of ages not with any mumbo-jumbo 
but with modern ’’miracle’’ drugs, 
And the semi-journal form of construct!©: 
adds to the realism the author'/ // 
is able to create,

1

Dr, Joseph Loomis returns from military service to begin general 
practice in Chicago, He is living a most matter-of-faot and hum*drum 
existence when, he is consulted by an old college friend dying of an 
unknown disease which causes an unceasing and agonizing headache. Dr, 
Loomis accepts the case as a challenge and, when he sees Jones die 
after proving all the resources of modern medicine useless, he will 
not admit defeat.

Guided by half hints from Jones he turns detective. And the 
morass of evil he uncovers not only frightens and revolts him but 
I reatens to engulf him in turn. For he, too, awakens one morning witti 
a headache which will not yield to drugs, Only he still refuses to be 
licked and. strikes back at his tormentors,

The slow rise of terror is well done, Perhaps C,S. Cody is a 
mediacal ©an— at least he is familiar with the profession. The cer* 
emonies he describes are, however, more a mixture of Voodoo and Druid* 
ic rites than the European Sabbath which they are supposed to be, And 
the traditional animal of sacrifice is a black cock not a black cat, 
But this is no reflection on the power of the writer. The suggestion 
that a ’’witch” is born with a temperament which betrays her to her 
kind even when she is unaware herself of her hidden powers, is used as 
it was in SEA CHANGE some years back, But THE WITCHING NIGHT is per
haps even more effective than that novel because of its insistence 
upon the everyday background^ (after all, there is something more c 
spine-chilling about a wizard who sells ladies’ shoes in a department 

(.concluded page 34)
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store than infers is about one who lives in a eavet)
This may not. be a book one would care to read more than pnoe* 

but it is, one with a plot you will not forget in a hurry* 

/////////////^^^^

SCHOLARLY SCIENCE 
NON FICTION 

reviewed by E.J. BURDEN

AGES IN CHAOS/ by Immanuel Velikovsky/volume 1 of 2/Doubleday & CO#/ 
Garden City* Net/ York/ 1952/04*50/ 350 plus xxiv plus 9 pp/jacket by 

SKA/

Anyone who is interested in fiction^ ttstop nowJH This volume 
might provoke as much argument and abuse as first greeted WORLDS IN 
COLLISION. but it will only interest historians and people with a 
special interest in the chronological history of our past* The author 
attempts to reconstruct radically the history of the ancient world* 
TM eight hundred years from the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt 
; । the invasion of Palestine by Sennacherib in 1687 before the present 
era and the additional three and 1 half centuries to Alexander of 
Macedonia;altogether twelve hundred years of the history of the ancient 
East*

Ancient history is distorted (so says Vellkovsky) because of a 
retardation in the history of Egypt which was taken out of contact with 
the history of other peoples, The process of leveling the histories 
of the peoples of the ancient world to an exact synehroioiaiiiisn is 
done by the shortening of the Egyptian history by six hundred years* 
This is done by the comparison of the Egyptian papyruses and the text 
of letters written by the Jewish kings Jehosophat of Jerusalem 
and Ahab* the sinner of lezeral* and signed by their military chief* 
tains (whose names are familiarized by the Scriptures)* The rectifies 
ation of chronology without altering the sequence of the Hebrew past 
enriches its records beautifully*

Now the history of Egypt and the following histories of Assyria* 
Babylonia* Media* Phoenicia* Crete, and Greece changed their lengths « 
The architectonics of the world past* when redesigned shows its struc- 
ture properly joined by time and space* By the comparison of thousands 
of records of the Egyptian craft; with the Scriptures of the Israel
ites and the written history of the Hebrews the author has attempted 
to prove his point* A most indefatigable work which entailed yeard of 
research and to verify that research your reviewer would need at 
least a month* which would seem impractical since one would have to 
look up and compare every detail*

Greatly recommended to anyone interested in history* 
/////////////>////^

KOTEi that remark on the table of contents page pan be explained 
by stating that we are somewhat dissatisfied with this ish 
because of the poor mimeography* the use of only one side 
of some pages* the leaving out of much material* the poor 
reproduction for some of the finest material we’ve ever used* 
and a general misuse of every technical aspect of the work*
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